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Inter-subunit rotation and elastic power transmission in F0F1-ATPase
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Abstract ATP synthase (F-ATPase) produces ATP at the
expense of ion-motive force or vice versa. It is composed from
two motor/generators, the ATPase (F1) and the ion translocator
(F0), which both are rotary steppers. They are mechanically
coupled by 360³ rotary motion of subunits against each other.
The rotor, subunits QQOOc10ÿ14, moves against the stator, (KKLL)3NNab2.
The enzyme copes with symmetry mismatch (C3 versus C10ÿ14)
between its two motors, and it operates robustly in chimeric
constructs or with drastically modified subunits. We scrutinized
whether an elastic power transmission accounts for these
properties. We used the curvature of fluorescent actin filaments,
attached to the rotating c ring, as a spring balance (flexural
rigidity of 8WW10326 N m2) to gauge the angular profile of the
output torque at F0 during ATP hydrolysis by F1. The large
average output torque (56 pN nm) proved the absence of any slip.
Angular variations of the torque were small, so that the output
free energy of the loaded enzyme decayed almost linearly over
the angular reaction coordinate. Considering the three-fold
stepping and high activation barrier (s 40 kJ/mol) of the driving
motor (F1) itself, the rather constant output torque seen by F0
implied a soft elastic power transmission between F1 and F0. It is
considered as essential, not only for the robust operation of this
ubiquitous enzyme under symmetry mismatch, but also for a high
turnover rate under load of the two counteracting and stepping
motors/generators. ß 2001 Published by Elsevier Science B.V.
on behalf of the Federation of European Biochemical Societies.
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1. Introduction

Proteins operate as enzymes to catalyze and drive chemical
syntheses, as ion pumps to generate electrochemical potential
di¡erences, and as motors to generate mechanical force.
Among the mechano-enzymes, myosin, a linear motor step-
ping along actin ¢laments to contract striated muscle, the two-
armed kinesin, walking hand-over-hand on microtubuli to
pull synaptic vesicles along nerve axons, RNA polymerases,
helicases and ribosomes, processing nucleotide strands, are all
driven by nucleotide triphosphate hydrolysis. The rotary £ag-
ellar motor which propels bacteria, on the other hand, is

powered by an electrochemical potential di¡erence across
the cytoplasmic membrane. ATP synthase is a mechanical
enzyme which can use both types of driving forces for intra-
protein rotary motion. It produces ATP at the expense of an
electrochemical potential di¡erence or, when operating in re-
verse, it generates an electrochemical potential di¡erence at
the expense of ATP hydrolysis (then called F-ATPase).

For decades it has remained enigmatic how the two func-
tions, the electrochemical and the chemical one, are linked
with each other. They are rather well separated in the bipartite
structure of the enzyme, with its ion-conducting membrane
portion, F0, and the peripheral F1 portion, which without
F0 only can hydrolyze ATP. It is now established that ion
transport and ATP synthesis by the holoenzyme are mechan-
ically coupled. The holoenzyme consists of two rotary motors
that are mounted on a central shaft and kept together by an
eccentric connection (Fig. 1A). Depending on the demand for
ATP or for ion-motive force, one motor operates in the for-
ward direction, and, by rotating the central shaft, drives the
other motor backwards to operate as a generator. Of the same
size as myosin and by an order of magnitude smaller than the
£agellar motor, ATP synthase presents a delicate blend of
electrochemical-to-mechanical-to-chemical energy conversion
(for reviews see e.g. [1^6]. Its at least eight di¡erent types of
subunits (Escherichia coli nomenclature) are attributed either
to F1 (K3L3QNO) and F0 (ab2c10ÿ14?), or they are grouped into
the `rotor' (c10ÿ14?QO) and the `stator' (ab2N(KL)3). The desig-
nations of `rotor' and `stator' are relative, since the enzyme
carries out rapid rotational (Brownian) di¡usion within the
membrane at correlation times of 100^200 Ws [7,8].

The molecular design of this twin engine comprises two
surprising features, (1) the symmetry mismatch between F0

and F1 and (2) an astounding robustness of the function
against alterations of the mechanical properties of the protein
subunits. The latter is especially evident in chimeric enzyme
constructs from di¡erent organisms and in mutant enzymes
with substantially modi¢ed subunits ^ shortened, sti¡ened,
cross-linked ^ without a¡ecting the functions like the inter-
subunit rotation altogether.

In this article we address how an elastic power transmission
between the two motors/generators might cope with the sym-
metry mismatch, and how it might overcome restrictions as
imposed by chimeric constructs or functionally impaired sub-
units. The argument necessitates a digression into techniques
to detect the rotation in the holoenzyme, and into the viscoe-
lastic properties of actin ¢laments which can be used as a
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spring balance to gauge the angular torque pro¢le of the
enzyme.

2. The symmetry mismatch between F0 and F1

Both elements of this twin rotary engine, F0 and F1, are steppers.
There are three catalytic sites on F1. They are equivalent in the time
average, but structurally [9] and functionally [10] they di¡er at any
moment. The functional state rotates during turnover.

The three-stepped rotary progression of subunit Q during ATP hy-
drolysis has been inferred from polarized photobleaching absorption
recovery with a single chromophore on subunit Q [11,12], from the
polarized £uorescence of such a probe [13], and recently directly re-
solved at high quality by dark-¢eld microscopy [14]. A 40 nm gold
particle served as a probe on subunit Q. At low ATP concentrations
(some 1 WM) Yasuda et al. resolved 90³ and 30³ substeps which were
attributed to ATP binding and ADP release, respectively. At high
concentrations of ATP the 3+3 steps merged into three steps. From
previous work it was known that the resting positions of the stepping
and load-free F1 are separated by Arrhenius activation energies of

between 40 and 50 kJ/mol [15]. At very low ATP concentrations
(some 10 nM) the three-stepped progression has been resolved in
micro-videography with a £uorescent actin ¢lament attached to sub-
unit Q [16]. The enzyme turnover was then very low and (di¡usion-
)controlled by the supply of the substrate rather than by the viscous
load on the ¢lament. Taken together these results have revealed the F1
portion of the enzyme as a three-stepped rotary engine.

The step number of the other engine, F0, is under contention. A
prominent portion of the rotor part of F0 is a ring of N identical
copies of subunit c. If the enzyme is tightly coupled and in the absence
of slip between the two motors, the translocation of N ions has to be
matched to the synthesis/hydrolysis of three molecules of ATP. There
is evidence that the copy number, N, of subunit c in the ring varies
between di¡erent organisms. In E. coli it has been inferred from cross-
linking studies that the enzyme can work with N = 12 copies [17]. In
chloroplasts, functional studies on the proton-over-ATP stoichiometry
both under static head conditions [18,19] and far from thermodynam-
ic equilibrium [20] have yielded a number of four protons translocated
per ATP synthesized, and this has also pointed to a stoichiometry of
12 monomers of subunit c on the ring-shaped oligomer.

Recently, structural studies produced di¡erent numbers of mono-
mers on c rings. The crystal structure of the yeast enzyme revealed
N = 10 [21]. It has remained an open question, though, whether or not
the lack of subunits a and b in the crystals was accompanied by loss of
some copies of the equivalent of subunit c. N = 14 was obtained by
atomic force microscopy with two-dimensional crystals of the c ring
oligomer from chloroplasts [22]. The high copy number might have,
however, resulted from a rearrangement of subunit c under the con-
ditions of two-dimensional crystallization. Perhaps the most convinc-
ing example of a stoichiometry deviating from previous expectation is
N = 11 as recently shown (also by atomic force microscopy) for iso-
lated c ring oligomers from Ilyobacter tartaricus [23]. This oligomer is
extremely stable in detergent and requires autoclaving for dissociation
which would render a rearrangement during crystallization unlikely.
Whether the copy number in the c ring is ¢xed for any given organ-
ism, or even £exible and depending on the physiological conditions, is
an interesting open question. It would introduce a gear-shift between
the two motors/generators.

One possible construction principle of the ionic drive is illustrated
in Fig. 1B. It is based upon rotational £uctuations of the c ring rel-
ative to the large subunit a (shown in green) and on certain electro-
static constraints which have been detailed elsewhere [24,25]. The
general validity for all organisms of this two-channel model has
been questioned and a one-channel model has been proposed, instead
(reviewed in [26]). It has been discussed elsewhere [27] that the two
alternatives are equivalent with respect to their dynamic behavior. The
open controversy thus does not bear on the stepped nature of the
ionic drive, which is the topic of this article.

Taken together the above described results have revealed the F0
portion of the enzyme as a 10^14-stepped rotary engine.

3. Chimeric and structurally impaired but functional constructs
of F0F1

Chimeras composed from subunits of evolutionary remote
organisms, and likewise some enzyme constructs with severely
altered subunits have been found to retain their function (Fig.
2). In mutants of the E. coli enzyme where certain subunits
had been deleted, cell growth on succinate could be restored
by complementation with cyanobacterial subunits K, L, or
with cyanobacterial or spinach chloroplast subunits N and O
(labeled `spinach' in Fig. 2) [28]. A chimeric spinach chloro-
plast subunit L containing the respective E. coli sequence for
residues 1^96 could substitute for E. coli L [29]. Likewise,
cyanobacterial subunits N and O could substitute for their E.
coli counterparts [30]. These results are surprising for two
reasons: (i) the binding strength of subunit N to (KL)3 has
to be very high (in the chloroplast enzyme is very high, indeed
(vG³s 52 kJ/mol [31])). (ii) The primary structures of both N
and O are among the least conserved in F-ATPases. Still the
interface contacts between subunits seem to be compatible

Fig. 1. A: F0F1 : two stepping motors/generators mounted on a
common rotary shaft. `Rotor' subunits are blueish, `stator' subunits
reddish. B: One possibility for a construction principle of the ionic
drive F0 [5].
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among di¡erent organisms so that they withstand the high
torque of this twin engine (see below). Even more dramatic
examples for the robustness of this enzyme include the follow-
ing. The F0 portion of Propionigenium modestum which is
designed to operate with sodium ions rather than protons
can functionally replace its `proton-conducting counterpart'
from E. coli. The chimeric enzyme, consisting of subunits a,
b, c, and N from P. modestum and K, L, Q and O from E. coli
(color coded accordingly in Fig. 2), can operate with both,
protons and sodium ions, depending on their concentrations
[32,33]. In the same line, enzymes with structurally altered
subunits proved to retain function. The supposedly long and
stretched subunits b of the E. coli enzyme are expected to be
largely K-helical [34,35]. These subunits are part of the `sta-
tor'. Surprisingly, b could not only be lengthened by 14 resi-
dues [9] (which might have simply caused an `outlooping' of
single turns [36]) but also shortened by up to seven residues
(`37/+14 AA' in Fig. 2) [37], i.e. by nearly two turns and
stretching the remainder by about 8%, without a¡ecting the
function. Amino acid sequences which are highly conserved
can be changed or deleted altogether. An example for the ¢rst
is the E. coli LD380C mutation [38], for the latter the deletion of
the K-helical part of subunit O or the last 10 residues of E. coli
Q [39]. Recently, we deleted up to 12 amino acids at the C-
terminus of subunit Q without complete loss of function (`312
AA' in Fig. 2, M. Mu«ller et al., unpublished). This stretch is
the very portion of the rotary rod supposed to snugly ¢t into
the hydrophobic bearing in (KL)3. Yoshida's group has point-
mutated residues in the hinge region of subunit L essential for
opening and closing the active site (LH179A=G180A=G181A,
`HGGCAAA' in Fig. 2) [40]. Although this abolished the
ATPase activity by 99% accordingly it did not prevent the

rotation of Q, and it did not even change the magnitude of
the torque. Whereas Cross's group found that a disul¢de
bridge between subunits L and Q inhibited the activity if placed
at the lower part of F1 (LD380CHQC87, `SS3') [38], which we
reproduced and extended to the center of F1 (KA334CHQL262C),
we found that cross-linking the `tip' of Q (i.e. the penultimate
C-terminal residue) with its neighbor residing in subunit K,
namely KP280CHQA285C (see Fig. 2), left both ATP hydrolysis
and rotation completely una¡ected (K. Gumbiowski, M. Mu«l-
ler and O. Pa«nke, unpublished). This may be explained by the
forced rotation around the dihedral angles of some of the
residues in that region of Q although the complete lack of
e¡ect could raise the assumption that this very part of Q never
rotates at all, even not in the wild type enzyme. Finally, Fil-
lingame's group has shown that subunit c can be genetically
fused to c2 dimers or c3 trimers [41] without a¡ecting its
function dramatically (labeled `U2, U3' in Fig. 2).

Taken together the cited results demonstrate that the en-
zyme operates astoundingly robust if exposed to severe struc-
tural modi¢cations.

4. Inter-subunit rotation in the holoenzyme, F0F1

In the isolated and immobilized F1 portion the rotation of
subunit Q relative to (KL)3 has been unequivocally demon-
strated by micro-videography. A £uorescent actin ¢lament
of Wm length, attached to subunit Q, served as a reporter
[42] (other methods included chemical cross-linking [38] and
polarized photometry [43]).

That the rotary function extends into F0 has been ¢rst in-
ferred from numerous cross-linking experiments carried out
mainly by Capaldi's lab. In a recent paper [44], by combining

Fig. 2. Chimeric and structurally impaired but functional constructs of F0F1. The astounding functional robustness of the enzyme (see text for
details).
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cross-links that were engineered and described previously, it
was shown that disul¢de-bridging the putative rotor subunits
Q, O, and c of EF0EF1 did neither a¡ect ATP hydrolysis, nor
proton translocation, nor ATP synthesis. These activities
were, however, obtained without direct demonstration of ro-
tation.

It seemed straightforward to extend the micro-videographic
technique to the holoenzyme. It has not yet been feasible,
however, to use this assay with the fully functional and mem-
brane-embedded F0F1. The detergent-solubilized enzyme, on
the other hand, apparently lost the coupling of ATP hydro-
lysis to proton translocation. These complications and their
solution are reviewed in the following.

The ¢rst report of a rotating c ring in isolated EF0EF1

upon ATP hydrolysis was published by Futai's group [45].
They used an approach similar to the one originally intro-
duced for F1 by Noji et al. [46]. The enzyme was immobilized
via His-tags engineered into the N-termini of subunit K. A
£uorescent actin ¢lament was attached via streptavidin to bio-
tinylated subunit c. This necessitated a point mutation of sub-
unit c in order to introduce the required Cys residue as attach-
ment point for biotin-maleimide. The rotation was weakly
venturicidin sensitive, DCCD insensitive, and the yield of ro-
tating ¢laments was low (0.4%, but still signi¢cant in single
molecule studies). The conclusiveness of this work was imme-
diately criticized [47,48] based on two arguments: (1) the
DCCD insensitivity might indicate an uncoupled enzyme
which either lacked subunits a and b of EF0 altogether (as
observed with the crystallized yeast F0F1 [21]) or contained
them in a `disordered' and decoupled manner, so that the
rotation of the ring was no longer coupled to proton transfer.
(2) The low yield was interpreted to indicate mislabeling. If
this had occurred at a Lys residue on Q of F1 (due to some
residual reactivity of maleimide for Lys) the observed rotation

was just con¢rmatory. The possibility of mis-derivatization
was overcome by our own work [49]. We used a Cys-free
mutant of EF0EF1 [50] with a genetically engineered Strep-
tag attached to the C-terminus of each subunit c. This allowed
for speci¢c attachment of biotinylated actin ¢laments via the
streptavidin derivative streptactin. Immobilization of EF0EF1

was via His-tags engineered into the N-termini of subunits L
[51]. With this approach the yield of rotating ¢laments was
raised by more than one order of magnitude up to 5% (cf. Fig.
3 in [49]). The DCCD issue was not solved since the use of
detergent for the solubilization of EF0EF1 was unavoidable.
We tried to address it by using DCCD-pretreated EF0EF1

and compared the relative occurrence of rotating ¢laments
in the rotation assay in the presence of detergent and after
washing it away after immobilization of EF0EF1. The results
qualitatively agreed with expectation, i.e. the number of rotat-
ing ¢laments in DCCD-pretreated samples was lower than in
untreated controls (K. Gumbiowski, unpublished observa-
tions). However, because this number decreased further after
washing, the result was not conclusive. In another approach
we used the EF0 mutant cD61N, which is known to have lost
the capability to synthesize ATP since it lacks the essential
Asp61 [52]. This mutant produced rotating ¢laments just as
the control (K. Gumbiowski and O. Pa«nke, unpublished
data). Taken together these data imply that detergent-solubi-
lized EF0EF1 is decoupled at its ion-motive portion, although
all subunits are present. Still ATP hydrolysis causes subunits
Q, O and the ring of cN to corotate. A similar observation was
reported by Fillingame's group showing that mutations in the
second or third loop of genetically fused subunits c left the
enzyme fully functional just as wild type c2 dimers or c3

trimers [41]. In another approach Futai's group immobilized
the `rotor' via His-tagged subunits c, and demonstrated rota-
tion of the `stator' by attaching £uorescent actin ¢laments to

Fig. 3. The rotational assay for the c ring in immobilized and detergent-solubilized F0F1 (see text for details and [54]).
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biotin-tagged subunits K and L [53]. We obtained the same
result with the His-tag/Strep-tag approach (O. Pa«nke and K.
Gumbiowski, unpublished). All in all, there would be but little
doubt about the expected rotation of subunits QOc10ÿ14 relative
to (KL)3Nab2, both in ATP hydrolysis and synthesis. To satisfy
purist's requirements, however, we are still lacking visual
demonstration of rotation in appropriately immobilized
F0F1 and powered by ion-motive force.

5. The viscoelastic properties of an actin ¢lament ¢xed to the
rotation axis of the enzyme

The rotation of subunit Q relative to (KL)3 driven by the
hydrolysis of ATP has been unequivocally demonstrated by
micro-videography, with a £uorescent actin ¢lament of Wm
length attached to Q and immobilizing the enzyme via His-
tagged L [42]. Whereas the rate of ATP hydrolysis by isolated
and load-free F1 approaches 300 s31 (equivalent to 100 revo-
lutions per second), the viscous drag on the rotating ¢lament
(which is 200^300 times longer than F0F1 !) lowered the rota-
tional rate of actin-loaded F1 by four orders of magnitude
down to 0.1 s31. Not unexpectedly, details of the rotary mo-
tion were blurred by the strong viscous damping.

Taking the three-fold stepping of the F1 motor as granted,
we asked for the torque pro¢le as delivered to the ion-motive
device, in particular to the c ring of F0. The key question was
whether or not the intrinsic stepping of F1 was smoothed in
order not to interfere with the di¡erent stepping in F0.

In the experiments we used the same protocol as given in
Section 4, namely a detergent-solubilized F0F1 that was im-
mobilized on a solid support via N-terminal His-tags attached
to subunits L. A Strep-tag a¤nity peptide was engineered into
the C-terminal end of each copy of subunit c, and a £uores-
cent actin ¢lament was linked via the Strep-tag/streptactin/
biotin linkage to the c ring. The construct is illustrated in
Fig. 3 (for experimental details, see [54]). As a new approach
we gauged the torque pro¢le by the curvature of the enzyme-
attached ¢lament instead of by its rotation velocity as in pre-
vious work [55,56]. The rotation velocity in fact is a poor
indicator of the torque. One example, if the ¢lament contacts
an obstacle on the surface, the velocity becomes zero despite
of the persisting torque. Under the same conditions, however,
the ¢lament is still curved in proportion to the enzyme-gen-
erated torque. This prompted us to use the ¢lament as an
elastic spring balance, evaluating its compliance at any angu-
lar position to yield the torque pro¢le. This approach is
strictly valid if the rotation is fully stalled, its application to
the moving enzyme has required a thorough theoretical anal-
ysis of the viscoelastic dynamics of the enzyme/¢lament con-
struct [57]. The results are summarized in the following.

Let us consider an actin cantilever which is ¢xed at one end
of the rotation axis of the enzyme and free at the other. As the
cantilever is moving at a very low Reynolds number, its ¢ne
structure and the detailed shape of the surface are `e¡ectively
smoothed by the viscous £uid' (weak, i.e. logarithmic depen-
dence of the friction coe¤cient on the width/length ratio). It
can be considered as a cylindrical rod (diameter 5.6 nm, typ-
ical length 3 Wm). Following common practice in mechanics,
the dynamic behavior of F-actin is described in terms of so-
called orthonormal eigen modes. Because, in this regime, the
viscous drag in the £uid is much greater than the small inertial
force of the ¢lament [58], the dynamic behavior of the ¢la-

ment is over-damped, `relaxation instead of oscillation'. The
spatial shapes of these modes resemble the familiar ones of an
oscillating cantilever with n (n = 0, 1, 2, 3,T) nodes over the
length excluding the ends. A simulation of the dynamic be-
havior of rotating actin ¢laments using realistic parameters
has show that the fundamental normal mode with the longest
relaxation time (typical 140 ms) dominates the behavior in the
time range of some 10 ms, whereas the relative extents of the
next three higher modes are about 40, 300, 1100 times smaller
and about 40, 300, 1100 times more rapidly damped away. As
intuitively expected, the slow response of the lowest mode
blurs details of the enzyme's internal rotary motion. On the
other hand, the momentary curvature at the rotational axis is
almost proportional to the torque at any given angular posi-
tion. This feature has not been exploited until now. The seem-

Fig. 4. Simulated behavior of a rotating actin cantilever. A: As-
sumed torque pro¢le of the driving rotor as a function of time. B:
Progression at the axis (top curve) and at the free end (lower
curve). C: Elastic energy stored by the actin ¢lament in units of
kBT [57].
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ing disadvantage of the slow viscoelastic relaxation thus can
be turned into a useful tool [57]. Fig. 4B illustrates the simu-
lated angular progression of a rotating actin ¢lament at the
axis (structured) and at the free end (highly damped) under
the in£uence of the torque pro¢le which is illustrated in Fig.
4A. During revolution the ¢lament transiently stores and dis-
penses elastic energy in the order of 8 kBT units (kB is the
Boltzmann constant) as given in Fig. 4C. It should be noted
here that the standard free energy of ATP hydrolysis, 330 kJ/
mol, amounts to 12.5 kBT.

In summary, an actin ¢lament which is attached to the
rotor portion is a valuable indicator of the torque only
through its curvature, which exists both during movement
and during halts caused by surface obstacles.

The above considerations have been based on an idealized
situation, an actin ¢lament driven at its ¢xed end by the
rotary enzyme and moving in a homogeneous viscous £uid.
In the realm of typical experiments, however, a ¢lament of 3
Wm length and less than 10 nm radius moves a few 10 nm high
over a rough surface of a protein-covered solid support. Not
only that the viscosity close to the surface is greater than in
the bulk [59], but contacts with the surface may increase the
apparent friction or even obstruct the motion. In an attempt
to extend the validity of the above described idealized concept
we have calculated the curvature of actin ¢laments at constant
torque as a function of three di¡erent distributions of the
compensating force over length. The calculated curvature
was only little dependent on whether the force distribution
was linear (viscous drag), constant (surface friction) or con-
centrated (obstacle contact). Broadly speaking, the idealized
approach is applicable to any typical experimental situation
[57].

Evaluation of data on £uctuating and rotating actin canti-
levers ¢xed to the c ring of EF0EF1 [60] eventually yielded (a)
Young's modulus of elasticity of F-actin and (b) the torque
pro¢le of the chemical drive of F0F1 as a function of the
angular reaction coordinate. These results are summarized
in the following.

6. The smoothing of the output torque by an elastic power
transmission between F0 and F1

Under physiological conditions, in photosynthetic and re-
spiring organisms, the torque which is generated by proton
£ow through the F0 motor operates against the counter-tor-
que, which is generated by ATP hydrolysis in F1. Under static
head conditions, eventually, the two torques are balanced, and
the enzyme rests in a state of dynamic equilibrium. When
operating close to this state, it may run very slowly under
thermodynamic control. In this case the two motors operate
against each thereby elastically straining the two portions of
the enzyme, stator and rotor. The situation is very di¡erent if
one motor/generator is removed, then the remaining one runs
freely under kinetic control.

We studied the operation of a F0F1 construct in a situation
very close to thermodynamic control. The torque was pro-
vided by ATP hydrolysis and the counter-torque was deliv-
ered to the c ring of F0 by the elastic deformation of an
attached actin ¢lament that experienced viscous drag, friction
or obstacles [60]. Insofar, our study relates to a model system.
Regrettably, the fully coupled enzyme, with proton-motive

counter-torque, has so far withstood this approach for tech-
nical reasons.

In our hands, the common approach to estimate the aver-
age torque from the average rotation rate of the actin ¢la-
ments and assuming that the ¢lament felt the viscosity of the
bulk medium yielded too low torque values compared with
the expected ¢gure for a non-slipping rotary enzyme. We have
obtained ¢gures of the apparent torque ranging between 20
and 30 pN nm. This torque times the angular progression, i.e.
2Z/3 = 2.094 per ATP molecule hydrolyzed, gives the apparent
free energy change at the output. It amounts to 42 and 63 pN
nm or 25 and 38 kJ/mol, respectively, which is essentially
smaller than the free energy of ATP hydrolysis under the
given experimental conditions which amounts to around 65
kJ/mol. This has quali¢ed previous conclusions as to a perfect,
non-slipping operation between ATP hydrolysis in F1 and
torque generation [61,62].

The alternative approach, to gauge the torque by the elastic
deformation of actin ¢laments, as theoretically outlined in [57]
has produced a greater ¢gure for the average torque, namely
56 pN nm [60]. The £exural rigidity of the actin ¢laments,
which were used as a spring balance, is a crucial parameter
in these experiments. The rigidity was determined from bend-
ing thermal £uctuations both of rotating and non-rotating
¢laments. Fig. 5 shows histograms of the de£ection of the
free ends of a rotating and a ¢xed actin ¢lament. The di¡erent
width of the respective pro¢les is attributable to the di¡erent
length of these particular ¢laments. In both cases, the width
implied a £exural rigidity of F-actin, namely 8.2 þ 3.0W10326 N
m2, that is consistent with the previously published ¢ndings
based on the analysis of bending £uctuations of unconstrained
¢laments [63,64] and twisting £uctuations of an immobilized
and stretched F-actin ¢laments [65,66]. The di¡erence between

Fig. 5. Histograms of the maximal end-displacements of a rotating
(length 2.6 Wm, circles and solid line) and a non-rotating and just
£uctuating ¢lament (length 2.0 Wm, open triangles and broken line).
The shift of the peak position of rotating ¢lament implies an aver-
age torque of 56 pN nm. The insert shows logarithmic replots of
the data points and a parabolic approximation to the energy pro¢le
of the elastically deformed actin cantilevers [60].
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the central positions of the rotating and the non-rotating ¢l-
ament is proportional to the average torque generated by the
enzyme. Its magnitude, 56 pN nm, which is 1.5^2.5 times
greater than obtained by the common technique [54,67^69],
agreed reasonably well with the expected ¢gure based on ther-
modynamic control in a perfectly coupled ATPase. It has
proven the absence of slip between ATP hydrolysis and torque
production in F1F0-ATPase.

Using the curvature of elastically deformed and rotating
¢laments at di¡erent angular positions and averaging it over
many rotary runs through any position we have calculated the
torque pro¢le of F1F0 molecules as a function of the angular
displacement. Precise measurements of the torque pro¢le as a
function of the angular position are essential for understand-
ing the role of the partial reactions (ATP binding, hydrolysis,
product release) in the torque generation. By digital image
analysis of long rotary trajectories and Fourier analysis we
have found a relatively smooth angular dependence of the
torque that varied in the range of 30^80 pN nm (see Fig.
6A). The angular dependence had small periods of three
and six peaks and troughs over 2Z, but their contributions

in the Fourier spectrum were by order of magnitude smaller
than the extent of the constant component, and hardly dis-
cernible from noise.

Integration of the output torque over the angular domain
yielded the standard free energy at the output of the enzyme.
Its rather linear and featureless angular dependence (see Fig.
6B) is consistent with the concept of an elastic power trans-
mission between the inner chemical motor in F1 (the contact
sites between subunits (KL)3 and Q) and the driving machinery
of proton transfer (the ring of c subunits). This is detailed in
the following.

ATP hydrolysis by load-free F1 is three-stepped with acti-
vation barriers greater than 40 kJ/mol as cited above. The
load-free enzyme is expected to run up and down the valleys
and hills of its free energy pro¢le as illustrated by the solid
line in Fig. 7. Its rate of progression depends, by the Eyring-
Polanyi (Arrhenius) argument, on thermal input to cross the
activation barrier. If such a motor is rigidly coupled to a Wm
long actin ¢lament its motion is drastically slowed by the
viscous drag of the long ¢lament. In the case of a rigid trans-
mission between F1 and the actin ¢lament the average curva-

Fig. 7. A: Simulation of the angular free energy pro¢le of a C3
symmetrical rotary engine with elastic power transmission under
variation of the torsional rigidity. The angular dependence of the
output free energy strictly reproduces the internal one in the case of
an in£exible transmission (the solid line). A soft transmission, how-
ever, smoothes the output pro¢le (broken lines were calculated for
decreasing torsional rigidity in N m2 as indicated). B: The calcu-
lated rotation rate of this motor (average torque 56 pN nm) when
loaded by an actin ¢lament moving in a viscous medium. The arrow
indicates the probable torsional rigidity of the enzyme/¢lament con-
struct [60].

Fig. 6. The angular dependence of the average output torque (A)
and the respective free energy pro¢le (B) of the F0F1 construct.
This pro¢le was calculated from more than 20 turnovers for each of
six rotating ¢laments with the working length ranging between 1.4
and 2.6 Wm. The insert shows the Fourier spectrum of the experi-
mental points from the top panel (circles). The smooth curve on the
top panel was obtained as a ¢ltered back-transform of the Fourier
spectrum. It represents an idealized angular dependence of the tor-
que under the assumption of a three-fold symmetry of the torque
generator and thereby di¡ers from an unbiased ¢t to the data [60].
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ture of the latter (output) is proportional to the ¢rst derivative
of the internal free energy pro¢le of F1 (input). An elastic
transmission £attens the output dependence. We have treated
this situation by application of the Langevin equation and
obtained the simulated behavior [60] that is depicted in Fig.
7. Fig. 7A shows the simulated output free energy pro¢le as a
function of the rotation angle of a stepping motor which is
coupled to an actin ¢lament in viscous £uid with the elastic
modulus of an elastic power transmission as a parameter. It is
obvious that the pro¢le is the smoother the softer the elastic
power transmission. The rationale for the smoothing of the
output energy pro¢le is the transient elastic storage of energy
during the falling segment of the reaction path and its utiliza-
tion during the rising segment. One important consequence of
the smoothed free energy pro¢le is that it allows for greater
speed of this machine under load. Fig. 7B shows the calcu-
lated turnover rate of the coupled device as a function of the
torsional rigidity of this transmission. It is apparent that sti¡-
ening the transmission results in lowering of the rate. These
considerations have been derived based on the experiments
with the holoenzyme under somewhat arti¢cial conditions
where the intrinsic counter-torque by the ion-motive motor
F0 is replaced by the one of an actin ¢lament. It is obvious,
however, that these considerations can be transposed to the
natural operation of the enzyme, when the two motors/gen-
erators work against each other.

The elastic power transmission is considered as important,
(1) for the robust operation of this ubiquitous enzyme under
symmetry mismatch (C3 versus C10ÿ14), and (2) for high turn-
over rate of the two counteracting and stepping motors/gen-
erators in ATP synthase. The internal elasticity might also
provide a clue to the remarkable functional robustness of
this enzyme. The molecular basis for the elastic elements, in-
volving both the stator and the rotor portions, still has to be
characterized.
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